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A few reminders...  
Mark your calendars.  School photos will be held 
on Tuesday, Oct 9th. More information will be in 
your child’s basket soon. Be sure to check 
baskets daily for this and other important 
information. 
 
Please remember to sign your child in and out 
every day.  This is very important for the safety 
of the children!! 
 
Don’t forget to sign up for the Giant A+ rewards! 
If you would like more information, stop by the 
office. Last year our center received $496.41. 
 

October is fire prevention month. 
We will have a firetruck visit on Oct 2nd and Oct 
3rd. This is an excellent time to examine your 
preparedness. Here are a few simple tips to help 
you avoid fires and reduce the risk of injury 
should one occur: 
 
Smoke Alarms – These are still a very 
important addition to your home.  Install a smoke 
alarm on every level of your home and test it 
monthly. 

Prevent Electrical Fires – Don’t overload 
circuits or extension cords.  Cords and wires 
should never be placed under rugs or in high 
traffic areas.  Avoid loose electrical connections 
by checking the fit of the plug in the wall outlet.  
If the plug loosely fits, inspect the outlet right 
away.  A poor connection between the plug and 
the outlet can cause overheating and can start a 
fire in minutes. 

Keep Plugs Safe – Unplug all appliances when 
not in use.  If a plug is overheating, smells 
strange, shorts out or sparks – the appliance 
should be shut off immediately, then replaced or 
repaired. 

Alternate Heaters – Make sure there is ample 
space around any portable heating unit.  
Anything that could catch fire should be at least 
three feet away.  Inspect your chimney annually 

and use fire screens to help keep any fires in the 
fireplace. 

Create An Escape Route – Create and practice 
your escape plan with your family from every 
room in the house.  Practice staying low to the 
floor and checking for hot doors using the back 
of your hand.  It’s just like a routine school fire 
drill – but in your home. 

Position Appliances Carefully – Try to keep 
TV sets, kitchen and other appliances away from 
windows with curtains.  If there is a wiring 
problem, curtains can spread a fire quickly.  
Additionally, keeping your appliances away from 
water sources (like rain coming in from windows) 
can help prevent wiring damage which can lead 
to a fire. 

Clean Dryer Vents – Clothes dryers often start 
fires in residential areas.  Clean the lint filter 
every time you start a load of clothes to dry or 
after the drying cycle is complete.  Make sure 
your exhaust duct is made of metal tubing and 
not plastic or foil.  Clean the exhaust duct with a 
good quality dryer vent brush to prevent 
blockage & check for lint build up behind the 
dryer at least twice a year. 

Be Careful Around the Holidays – If you fill 
your home with lights during the holiday season, 
keep them away from anything that can easily 
catch fire.  Check all of your lights prior to 
stringing them up and dispose of anything with 
frayed or exposed wires. 

Conduct Regular Inspections – Check all of 
your electronic equipment and wiring at least 
once a month.  Taking a little time to do this 
each month can really pay off. 

Following these simple tips could potentially 
save your life or the life of a loved one.   

 
 
 
 



Inchworm News 
  October 2018 

 
Dear Families, 
 
September Recap 
September was a fun month in the Inchworm room. We said goodbye to our friends Hadassa, who became a 
Firefly, and Kasaiah, and we got to meet our new friend, Sebastian. We read stories, sang songs, and talked 
about farms and the color green. We talked about the rain and how it makes the plants grow for the farmers. 
We played outside when we could, and had lots of gross motor activities in the room on rainy days. 
 
Personal Achievement 
Carson turned one year old on September 8, and has really begun to explore the book corner and ask to have 
books read to him. He likes to show off new skills, like mooing like a cow and baaing like a sheep when the 
teachers sing songs about farm animals. Carson is enjoying eating foods from the toddler menu, and drinking 
his milk from his sippy cup. He is very social with all the other babies, playing with the mobile ones and 
checking on the younger babies to see if they need any toys or a pat on the head. 
 
Wyatt likes to moo and baa with the teachers as they sing Old MacDonald or other farm animal songs. He 
enjoys mealtimes best of all, especially when there is fruit being served. Wyatt plays in the tent with Carson, 
taking turns peeking out the door at the teachers and laughing. He spends time helping Carson empty the bins 
and toy table, seeing if they can get to the bottoms of the bins. 
 
Bentley is becoming a very proficient one-knee crawler, chasing Carson and Wyatt around the room as they 
explore the toys. He pulls up to stand by the tables, sometimes requiring the help of a teacher to safely sit back 
down. Bentley likes to hear the teachers singing, stopping whatever he is doing and smiling. He often mimics 
the older babies as they play, banging blocks together when they do, exploring the toys that they are exploring.  
 
Killian has mastered sitting up on his own, and is exploring ways to change positions, going from his bottom to 
his tummy. He bounces up and down on his bottom and breaks into a huge smile anytime a teacher begins to 
sing a song. Killian enjoys eating pureed vegetables and fruits, as well as oatmeal. He smiles and “talks” to his 
friends when he is in an exersaucer and they stand around it exploring the toys with him.  
 
Sebastian has smiles and giggles for anyone who talks to him or makes silly sounds and faces at him. He loves 
his bottles, guzzling them down with contentment. He watches the other babies, and smiles when they give 
him gentle pats or look him in the eye and smile and chatter at him. Sebastian enjoys song time, watching the 
teachers as they sing.  
 
IMPORTANT DATES: WYATT will turn one year old on October 3rd! We look forward to celebrating his big day 
with him! Happy birthday, Wyatt! 
October 31st – Center-Wide Costume Parade 
 
Looking Ahead: In October, we will meet another Inchworm friend, Amira. We will learn about autumn and 
numbers. We will read counting books and sing counting songs, and read books and sing songs about autumn 
leaves, colors and activities. We will paint or color and move and dance. We will continue to work on our large 
and fine motor skills, and learning signs and words and songs. 
 
       The Inchworm Staff-- 
       Miss Chris, Miss Susie, and Miss Sierra 



Fireflies October Newsletter 
 

 We are all adjusting very well to the new group in the room!  I have a few reminders: 

 We go out early in the morning and it can be very chilly.  Please remember to bring a jacket for your 

child.   

 With the cooler weather, please check your child’s extra clothes.  Some of you may still have summer 

items or things that your child has outgrown.   

 We can always use pants and shorts to keep in our rooms extra clothes bin.  If you have some that you’re 

getting rid of, please remember us.  We keep extras on hand in case a child doesn’t have any of their 

own. 

   

What we enjoyed last month…. 
We welcomed backed Leo to the room 
Painting noses was a lot of fun!  Zoe, Andrew, Owen, Julia, and Parker had a lot of fun using their 
nose to make dots on paper. 
It was great to see the children taking care of our new friends!  Several times I saw Dominic, Kalani, 
Kelsey, and Brandon taking care of Hadassa by getting her toys or trying help her do things.  
Amelia, Alexander, Bub, and Anna enjoyed the different prop boxes we have.  The biggest hit is the 
hair dressing kit!  They all loved “washing” each other’s hair. 
Using prop boxes such as hair dressing is a great learning experience for this age.  They not only 
learn self-help skills but they also use their imagination, learn social skills, and many others things as 
well. 
 
Units of the month…. 
Apples 
Sports 
Scarecrows 
Pumpkins 
Creatures of the night. 
 
This month we need your help.  We will be doing some activities for which we need some supplies! 
The following is a list of things we can use for the activities and to restock some prop boxes: 

 Boxes large enough for a child to sit in 

 Empty gallon jugs 

 Empty shampoo body wash condition and dish soap bottles (to restock prop boxes) 

 Old wallets and purses you are getting rid of  

 
Dates to Remember: 
October 31st is our rooms costume party and Center-Wide Parade 
 
Song of the month: Mr. Pumpkin  
Sung to the tune of “Frere Jacque” 
Mr. Pumpkin, Mr. Pumpkin  
Eyes so round, Eyes so round   
Halloween is coming, Halloween is coming 
To our town, to our town. 
 
 
 
 
 



Chipmunk Chatter 
October 2018 

 

 

October 1 – Let’s Stay Safe 

 October 2&3 – Fire Department Visit (Time to be announced) 

 October 3 – Johnny Appleseed (In House Field Trip with Bluebirds)  

October 8 – Fall Leaves and Trees 

October 9 – Picture Day 

October 15 – Squirrels, Owls and Bats 

October 22 – Pumpkins 

October 29 –31 Make Believe 

 October 31 – Costume Party and Center-Wide Parade 

 

 

Happy 3rd Birthday –Nevalynn – September 24 

 

**Thank you parents so much for keeping supplies filled!!** 

**Crib sheets are nice for naptime. They keep your child off the plastic mesh!! 

**Please label jackets and sweaters when cool weather starts! The lower hook and bag is for 

coats, hats and sweaters.** 

 

 

During September, the Chipmunks have enjoyed… 

 

…the new bouncy balls on the playground – Israel and Hudson  

 

…the stage, microphone and scarves – Evelyn 

 

…magna tiles – Kennedy and Mallory, building houses,  

 

…blocks center –Casey, cars and Isaac, animals or dinosaurs 

 

…sand box – Avery and Hunter 

 

…sensory table – Landon and Nevalynn, with dogs 

 
 
 
 
 



Bluebirds Newsletter 
October 2018 

 
Dear Parents, 
 
 It’s been a great first month as a new class, and the children are settling into the routine of the classroom, 
exploring all of the different play and learning materials, and learning to get along with each other as they play together. 
In the first week, we discussed how we all have similarities and also differences, and that each child is special and 
unique. We enjoyed looking in a mirror and drawing a self-portrait. Then we learned about different emotions, and we 
discussed what makes us feel those different emotions. We emphasized what we should do when we’re angry, and this 
will be an ongoing learning process, since the children face situations practically each day where they become upset or 
angry, and we want them to learn how they should respond appropriately in those situations. We read books that 
taught us to use our manners, such as “please,” “thank you,” “sorry,” and “excuse me.” For our shapes and colors 
theme, we created a classroom rainbow collage, cutting out pictures and gluing items for each color of the rainbow. We 
also practiced graphing with Froot Loops, and played Shapes & Colors BINGO. We also learned about trees, leaves, and 
squirrels and discussed what changes we hope to see as we enter the fall season. We learned the names of a few 
familiar types of trees, and explored real leaves, acorns, and pinecones in the sensory table. For the last week, we 
learned about apples, observing and naming the different parts of an apple and tasting different types of apples. We 
also had our first Pals with the Explorers (Kindergarten) class! During Pals, we walked to the college for a scavenger hunt 
and found different nature items. As you can see, the school year is off to a busy start and a lot of learning is already 
taking place! In October, we look forward to even more fun and engaging learning experiences! 
 
Question of the Month: What is your favorite thing to do in the Bluebirds class? 
Brianna – “Play with animals.” 
Brooklyn – “Play with Magna Tiles and paint.” 
Gisele – “I like playing in Dramatic Play.” 
Grant – “Play outside with toys.” 
Henoc – “Magna Tiles.” 
Lucca – “Play in the sensory table.” 
Marleigh – “To play with my friends, and sing along with them, and play in Dramatic Play.” 
Nola – “Magna Tiles with Brooklyn.” 
Parker – “I like to play with Magna Tiles.” 
Peyton –  
Sydney – “Help Miss Kelsey.” 
 
Weekly Themes:  
October 1st – 5th: Fire Safety 
October 8th – 12th: Community Helpers 
October 15th – 26th: Spiders 
Oct. 29th – Nov. 2nd: Pumpkins 
 
Special Dates: 
October 2nd: In-House Field Trip: Elizabethtown Fire Department 
October 3rd: In-House Field Trip: Lancaster Parks & Recreation – Johnny Appleseed 
October 9th: Picture Day  
October 18th: Happy 4th Birthday Marleigh! 
October 30th: Pals with Explorers 
October 31st :    Center-Wide Costume Parade 
 
 
 
 



Cub/Hive Newsletter 
October 2018 

 
 

The children in the Cub Room have had a busy month of September.  The children have learned 

classroom rules and schedule.  We also learned special things about our friends and how to be a 

good friend.  During the week of Healthy Habits we discovered what germs look like and how 

handwashing helps us stay healthy.   Every morning we brush our teeth after breakfast and we 

learned why it is important to brush daily.  The last two weeks of September we explored signs 

of Autumn, leaves, and trees. 

 

We have started to learn the letters of the alphabet in preparation for Kindergarten.   Letters 

G, A, and L are the three letters we have focused on in September.  Sound Games are another 

way the children are preparing for Kindergarten.  Each week we will have new sound games that 

build on the ones from the week before.  The sound games teach the children prereading skills. 

 

Dates to Remember 

 October 2 – Fieldtrip to Masonic Village Apple Orchard 

 October 3 – In-House Fieldtrip by Elizabethtown Fire Company 

 October 9 – Picture Day 

 October 12 – Fieldtrip to Heritage House for Story Time 

 October 31 – Fall Costume Party and Center-Wide Parade 

 

Happy 5th Birthday 

 October 1-Savannah 

 October 12-Sofia 

 October 20-Conner 

 

October Themes 

 Week of October 1 – Fire Safety 

 Week of October 8 – Apples 

 Week of October 15 – Pumpkins 

 Week of October 22 – Not So Scary Monsters 

 Week of October 29 – Princes and Princesses 

 

Reminder 

The cooler weather has arrived and the leaves are falling off the trees.  The children are 

enjoying running through the leaves, looking for squirrels, and playing outside.  Remember to 

bring a jacket for your child so they can enjoy their time outside. 
 
 
 
 
 



Explorer and Investigator Newsletter 
October 2018       

 
Parents you are doing a great job informing us when your child is not returning to ECCC or will not be here on a 
certain day, thank you!  The children have adjusted well!  We are still working on some routines.   
 
What is in store for October?  
Oct. 1 - 5 Our focus for the week will be apples.   So we will do a little baking this week.  Explorers will take a fieldtrip to 
Masonic Village’s apple orchard on October 2.  We will return before lunch and the children will have no problems 
getting the bus to school. 
 
Oct 4 There will be a modified schedule for kindergarten that day. This is a pre scheduled early dismissal day.  We at 
ECCC have worked with the bus company to transport your child to and from school.  I will list the modified school 
schedule at the bottom for you to have. 
 
Oct 5  There is no kindergarten but ECCC is open 
Oct 8  We will celebrate Columbus Day   there is no kindergarten that day but ECCC is open. We will make boats.  Science 
will be floating and sinking 
 
Oct 9 - 12  Our focus will be pumpkins.  We will decorate, weigh and make pumpkin pies. 
Oct 15 = 19  Here a farm there a farm and scarecrows 
Oct 22-26 creatures of the night will be our focus.  We will devote this week to such creatures as squirrels, bats, owls 
and spiders.  The children will be constructing creepy crawly creatures.  We will be reading books like Owl Moon and The 
Little Lady Who Was Not Afraid of Anything 
 
Oct 29– November 2  Monsters: There are some really great and fun monster books that we will discover. The activities 
during this time are to enhance vocabulary through color words and shapes. 
 
Explorer Parents: 
The Explorer and Bluebird classrooms get together once a month for what we call PALS.  The Explorers become teachers 
to help guide Bluebirds through several different activities each month.  We did meet on September 26.  Our next date is 
October 30.  If your child was a former Bluebird he/she may remember PALS. 
 
Also   the Explorers will be a part of the Heritage  House experience.  This also takes place once a month.  The Heritage 
House is a hands on experience to discover our American history. We are bussed to East High Street.  We leave at 9:15 
and return around 10:45. 
 
Music class is a class taught by Elizabethtown college students pursuing music education.  They come once a week on 
Thursdays 11:05 – 11:25  
 
Pre scheduled early dismissal times: 
A.M. Kindergarten  8:50 – 10:30 
P.M. Kindergarten 10:50 – 12:30 
 
Explorers will be picked up at ECCC around 10:15 and return around 1:00 
Investigators leave normal time and return around 11:00 
Lunch is provided like every other day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Little Rascals’ October 2018 Newsletter 

 September has come and gone already!  The children spent the month of September getting 
acquainted with the program as well as getting to know each other!  To not overwhelm our first graders with 
our lively program, the older children have been teaching them some of the popular large motor games!  We 
have also observed that the older children have been very helpful in guiding the first graders not only during 
the active play but in other areas as well! 
 The activities that are offered are based from observing the children’s interest!  They seem to be very 
involved in playing with the large motor games, creative play using Legos, blocks, K’nex, Kindles, etc., sensory 
activities and coloring in the art center especially using the gel pens!  
 We asked some of the first-grade children the following question: “What do you like best about Fall?”  
Here are their responses: 
Ivy:  I like dressing up for Halloween! 

Hanna:  Nothing really because I like Winter 😊  
Caiden:  My birthday is in October and I get lots of presents! 
Jackson:  I like raking the leaves and then jumping in!  
Catalya:  I like Halloween! 
Haydin:  Well, I like jumping in the pile of leaves and Halloween!  I’m going to be a candy princess! 
James:  I want to be Ironman for Halloween! 

Easton: (shrugs shoulders 😉 )  I don’t know!  I like all the seasons! 
Ellyn:  I like that it isn’t that hot out! 

Ella:  My baby sister will be born and jumping in the leaves 😊 

  I guess “The Little Rascals” will be doing a lot of raking leaves and jumping in them this fall 😉  
 
IMPORTANT DATES: 
 THURSDAY - OCTOBER 4:  EARLY DISMISSAL 
 FRIDAY - OCTOBER 5:  NO SCHOOL (ECCC OPEN) 
 MONDAY - OCTOBER 8:  NO SCHOOL (ECCC OPEN) 
 
The following is an interesting article on the effects of caffeine in children. 
https://health.usnews.com/wellness/for-parents/articles/2017-06-01/caffeine-a-growing-problem-for-children 

Caffeine: a Growing Problem for Children 
Here's why parents should just say no.   By Jill Castle, Contributor June 1, 2017, at 6:00 a.m.  

 

Many kids, including some toddlers, drink coffee. But the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends children under 

the age of 12 don't have any caffeine.(Getty Images)  

Most parents would never condone their child’s use of drugs or alcohol. Not knowingly, anyway. But the recent death of a 

South Carolina teen highlights a growing problem for children: the availability, accessibility and consumption of caffeine. 

Not only are kids and teens consuming record amounts of it, young children – including toddlers – are getting it, too. 

According to a 2014 study in the journal Pediatrics, approximately 73 percent of children consume caffeine on a given 

day. Most of this caffeine comes from soda. In addition, coffee and coffee-based drinks are an increasingly prevalent 

source of caffeine in children’s diets. Energy drinks, caffeine pills and foods containing caffeine, such as candy bars, 

mints and gum, are also more available to kids than ever before. 

Surprisingly, caffeine consumption isn’t limited to older kids and teens. A 2015 study of Boston toddlers aged 1 to 2 years 

published in the Journal of Human Lactation found surprising rates of coffee consumption by these youngsters. Among 1-

year-olds, 2.5 percent were drinking coffee. By the time children reached the age of 2, more than 15 percent were 

consuming coffee. Of these 2-year-olds, about 15 percent consumed as much as 4 ounces, or a half cup, of coffee each 

day. Babies and toddlers of Hispanic mothers were more likely to drink coffee than children of non-Hispanic mothers, 

according to the study’s findings. 

https://health.usnews.com/wellness/for-parents/articles/2017-06-01/caffeine-a-growing-problem-for-children
https://www.usnews.com/topics/author/jill-castle
https://health.usnews.com/wellness/slideshows/4-opioid-drugs-parents-should-have-on-their-radar
https://health.usnews.com/wellness/health-buzz/articles/2017-05-12/teen-binge-drinking-on-downward-trend-but-still-a-problem
https://health.usnews.com/health-care/for-better/articles/2017-05-24/caffeine-can-kill-the-dangers-of-energy-drinks
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/health-wellness/articles/2014/11/06/the-not-so-sweet-facts-about-soda


The Effects of Caffeine on Children 

Caffeine is an easily obtained, socially acceptable drug. The word “drug” may be strong, but when you look at the 

physical effects on children, it’s hard to call it anything else.  Although there are limited studies on the effects of caffeine 

in growing children, we know it is a stimulant affecting primarily the brain and other organs. Another 2014 study 

published in Pediatrics looked at the effects of caffeine intake on boys and girls ages 8 to 9 years and those ages 15 to 17 

years. All children and teens in the study experienced changes in their blood pressure (caffeine increased it) and heart 

rates (caffeine slowed it down). The effects were the same in both boys and girls in the younger group, but stronger effects 

were seen in teen boys than in teen girls. With higher doses of caffeine, heart rates increased. 

Caffeine consumption may cause other side effects including jitteriness, nervousness, upset stomach and problems 

sleeping and concentrating. More severe symptoms may occur with a higher intake of caffeine. The child who consumes 

too much may experience nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, extreme restlessness, a flushed face, frequent urination, 

“scatterbrain” thoughts and actions, a high heart rate and an irregular heartbeat. An overdose of caffeine can lead to 

seizures and cardiac arrest. 

 

How Much Caffeine is Too Much? 

Major health organizations like the American Academy of Pediatrics suggest that children under the age of 12 years 

should not eat or drink any caffeine-containing foods or drinks.  For children older than 12 years, caffeine intake should 

fall in the range of no more than 85 to 100 milligrams per day. This is equivalent to an 8-ounce cup of home brewed 

coffee like Maxwell House. Popular coffee shop versions may exceed this amount of caffeine. (In comparison, a dose of 

400 to 500 mg per day, or four or five cups of coffee per day, is tolerable for many adults, according to the Poison Control 

Center.) 

Caffeine toxicity may be lethal. Death, although rare, may occur in adults who ingest more than 10 grams of caffeine, 

according to a 2010 article in Journal of Food Science. We don’t really know the threshold of toxicity for children, nor do 

we fully understand the effects of caffeine on the developing brain. Each child (and adult) is different and the threshold 

for toxicity may vary among individuals.  

Which Foods Are the Most Dangerous? 

Any food containing caffeine can be dangerous for a child, as the total intake is the main concern. Caffeine is found in an 

ever-growing variety of food and beverages. Traditional sources, such as soda, coffee, coffee-based drinks and tea 

continue to be prevalent. However, other sources of caffeine are emerging: chocolate, ice cream, jelly beans, lollipops, 

beef jerky, marshmallows, gummy bears, energy drinks and even caffeine pills. You can even find caffeinated lip balm 

and caffeinated water. 

Energy drinks are particularly concerning for kids and teens as they are aggressively marketed to our youth. Up to 50 

percent of teens consume energy drinks, according to a 2011 article in Pediatrics. A 2013 report in the journal Clinical 

Toxicology assessed calls to the U.S. National Poison Data System from 2010 to 2011 and found that of the reported 

cases of non-alcoholic energy drink ingestion, more than 50 percent of them occurred in children under age 6.  

Energy drinks may have up to 250 mg caffeine per serving; and some of them are packaged with more than one serving in 

a container, resulting in larger doses of caffeine when the entire package is consumed.  Caffeine pills and powders are a 

relatively new form of caffeine used to boost energy, particularly among young athletes. Typically, these contain very 

concentrated doses of caffeine and can be quite dangerous (1 teaspoon has been reported to contain up to 1,600 mg 

caffeine). 

What Parents Can Do 

While caffeine can be found in the usual food sources, it is also showing up in new sources and with increasing 

accessibility. As such, caffeine is naturally more available to children. Parents should be aware of these sources and set 

parameters around caffeine consumption to keep kids safe. Do not offer toddlers any caffeine-containing products and 

practice saying no to children under the age of 12. Little sips and tastes may seem harmless, but they can lead to bigger 

sips and tastes and be unhealthy and unsafe for young children. For older kids who may be independently choosing 

caffeine sources, parents need to be proactive with education and guidance. Teach children and teens about the ill effects 

of caffeine and where it can be found in food and beverages. Last, discourage the use of energy drinks and caffeine pills, 

particularly for those kids who may get exposed to these sources through sports and other activities. 

 

https://health.usnews.com/health-news/health-wellness/articles/2016-01-05/teens-your-brain-needs-real-food
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/patient-advice/articles/2015-12-15/hypertension-jr-why-some-kids-face-this-adult-health-problem
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/patient-advice/articles/2015/08/12/is-your-child-getting-enough-sleep
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/patient-advice/articles/2015/08/12/is-your-child-getting-enough-sleep
https://health.usnews.com/health-care/for-better/articles/2017-05-15/when-seizures-are-not-epilepsy
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/patient-advice/articles/2016-01-28/preventing-sudden-cardiac-arrest-in-kids
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/health-wellness/articles/2016-01-07/your-body-on-caffeine-when-enough-is-enough
https://health.usnews.com/wellness/fitness/articles/2017-01-19/7-easy-ways-to-fuel-young-athletes
https://health.usnews.com/health-news/patient-advice/articles/2015/09/21/kids-and-sports-can-we-keep-our-eye-on-the-ball

